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1:10 Buggy Pin Downs Hinten (Pink - Medium Soft) mit grauen Einlagen - 2 St.

Already including grey, open cell inserts!!

JConcepts re-invents the pin style tire with the release of the Pin Downs. The Pin Downs feature a pin spiked 
tread, which is directional for added performance and stability. The directional nature of the pins were 
positioned to allow broken-in type pins to grip the surface in one direction, while the pins are more upright 
when oriented in the opposite direction. The tire carcass is marked with a special texture which helps the driver 
with orientation during mounting. The bottoms of the pins have heavy radiuses which allow the pins to wear 
more consistently and not tear or rip off the carcass prematurely.

The tire carcass itself has been refined to reduce weight while maintaining strong sidewall support. The pink 
compound marked with 2 pink dots on the tire represents a new compound for JConcepts, a medium soft 
material with good wear characteristics. The rear tires include gray, open cell inserts making them a complete 
set ready to mount, straight out of the package. The Pin Downs work best on Carpet and Astroturf tracks 
where typically a small pin tire is working.

JConcepts performed an extensive amount of testing with the new tires with key drivers. Jason Ruona, 
Spencer Rivkin, Kody Numedahl, JR Mitch, Joona Haatanen, Alex Kosciuszek and Malin Karlsen all gave the 
new tires tests for speed, durability and consistency and the new tires passed with flying colors. The hottest 
new off-road Carpet and Astroturf tires are now available to the public for the first time.

Features:

Includes grey, open cell inserts
JConcepts fit, finish and design
Multi-position, directional sharp pins
Hefty pin to carcass radius for increased response
Textured tire carcass indicates direction
Carefully shaped profiled carcass for rolling speed
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MEHR ZUM PRODUKT
AUF WWW.LRP.CC

Aktuelle Preisempfehlung, Verfügbarkeit und Bestellmöglichkeit

Weitere Produktbilder und -videos (wenn vorhanden)

Passende Komponenten wie Tuning- und Ersatzteile

Anleitungen, Bilder, Setup Sheets, Tech Tipps je nach Produkt zum Download

Weiterführende Links

https://www.lrp.cc/de/produkt/j3136-010/
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